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As an undergraduate once observed, ‘Escherichia
coli doesn’t have a very well developed nervous system’
and the same goes for fungi and most other

micro-organisms. However, they are very accomplished
at observing their environment and making appropriate
decisions; an ability which puts many a human to shame.
We often find it difficult to know what to eat, and a long
menu can cause agonizing difficulties. I have a sister who
takes at least 10 minutes to come up with an answer if
you ask her what she would like to drink. This contrasts
with the average fungal mould that shows a surprising
ability to both consume what seems unpalatable and 
to do so in an impressively orderly fashion. At the
beginning of the 1960s the French scientists François
Jacob and Jacques Monod described such a decision-
making mechanism in bacteria. ‘I’ll eat up my glucose 
before tucking into the lactose’ is the lesson that every self-
respecting bacterium and undergraduate has learnt.
Their classic work gave us the lac operon, which
illustrated how gene expression can be switched on 
and off through the interaction of regulatory proteins
(transcription factors) with a region of DNA (the
promoter) just in front of the DNA that encodes a protein
(the structural gene). Soon afterwards came descriptions
of similar regulatory systems in fungi and other
eukaryotes.

Among the best-characterized systems are those
regulating nitrogen and carbon metabolism. Fungi 
are the champions among scavengers and the key to 
this is their metabolic versatility that in turn requires
sophisticated control. In the mid-1960s the first
observations were made of what is now called nitrogen
metabolite, or ammonium, repression. This determines
that if a good nitrogen source, such as ammonium 
or glutamine, is present then it will be utilized
preferentially. Consequently, the genes and enzymes
required for the metabolism of less favoured compounds
such as nitrate, acetamide, purines and various amino
acids are all turned off. This
regulation has considerable
subtlety; it is not just a
simple on/off switch. 
The order of genes being
turned on as the nitrogen 
is steadily depleted seems
to be defined. Within 
this hierarchy some genes
are only expressed under
nitrogen-starved condi-
tions and others are only
repressed if high levels 
of ammonium or gluta-
mine are present.

So how is this achieved?
In most fungi it involves 
a transcription factor,

bearing a four-cysteine zinc finger structure, that binds
to DNA regions with the core sequence -GATA-. This is
a member of a family of regulatory proteins, now called
GATA factors, which are not restricted to fungi, but 
are found throughout eukaryotes controlling many
activities. One of the best-characterized is GATA-1, one
of the six vertebrate GATA factors, and it has a major 
role in controlling globin gene expression for blood. In
fungi there are several GATA factors involved in
regulating processes from sexual development to
circadian rhythm. The first of these to be characterized
was areA. Seminal work published in 1973 defined the
role of this Aspergillus nidulans gene as a regulator of 
gene expression. It is required for the expression of the
many genes involved in the utilization of nitrogen
sources other than ammonium and glutamine.
Mutations inactivating areA prevent the fungus from
using most nitrogen sources other than ammonium and
glutamine. A series of papers defined areA as a gene 
that encoded a protein which acts directly on promoters
of the structural genes needed for using less favoured
nitrogen sources to regulate their transcription. It is a
tribute to the power of genetic analysis that many of the
detailed conclusions relating to this gene have proved 
correct. Our fundamental understanding of the system
remains largely unaltered even though the gene has been
cloned, well over 100 mutations sequenced within it, 
the structure of its DNA-binding domain defined at the
atomic level and the characteristics of its binding
abilities analysed.

The areA gene produces a protein (AreA) whose
activity is itself defined by several signalling mech-
anisms that report which nitrogen sources are out there.
Among these is a protein, NmrA, which in the presence
of high levels of intracellular glutamine represses AreA
activity. This repression involves interactions with both
the C terminus of the protein and its DNA-binding
domain. A second mechanism modulates the amount 

What’s for dinner, 
what shall I choose?
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Fungi can
metabolize a 
wide range of
compounds, but
when a variety 
is available a
sophisticated
control system
determines the
order in which they
will be used.

RIGHT:
Nitrogen regulation in Aspergillus
nidulans.
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of active AreA protein in the cell by altering the stability
of the RNA message directing its synthesis such that 
it degrades rapidly if glutamine is present. These and
other signalling mechanisms are actively monitoring 
the nitrogen levels within the cell and combine to define
the level of active AreA. When it is active, AreA moves to
the nucleus where it can bind to promoters and facilitate
gene expression. The affinity of AreA for promoters
defines a hierarchy of gene expression. Critically, the
promoters of the genes it regulates have differing
affinities for AreA, so when there are low levels of 
AreA within the nucleus only genes with high affinity
will be activated, while in
severe nitrogen shortages
AreA levels increase and
most of the genes within its
regulatory domain can be
switched on. Consequently,
the genes that can utilize 
the preferred nitrogen
sources are turned on first.

As with much of science
there are always more
questions than answers.
For example, we now know
that multiple signalling
systems are involved, but
we don’t know most of
their components or how
they perceive nitrogen. We
know AreA binds to DNA
sequences with the GATA

motif, but so do at least five other proteins, so how 
is functional fidelity retained? Perhaps most import-
antly we don’t know all the activities that are regulated
by AreA. AreA regulates nitrogen metabolism in 
A. nidulans, but this system appears to have additional
roles in other fungi, such as regulating genes involved 
in pathogenicity, toxin production and antibiotic
synthesis. The AreA regulatory system is not the 
whole story for nitrogen metabolism, either. In some
single-celled yeasts, for example, nitrogen limitation
leads to a morphological switch, so that the cells change
shape to something much more like conventional 
fungal hyphae. This is very important in pathogenicity,
particularly in animal pathogens such as Candida
albicans. Shape-changing is triggered by various signals,
but its regulation does not apparently involve areA
homologues. When it comes down to it, nitrogen is not
merely a nutrient, but is also an environmental marker
that affects the fundamental biology of an organism. 

In addition to global regulatory systems like 
areA, most metabolic pathways have a second level 
of regulation, asking whether a specific substrate is
available. It is a bit like seeing what is in the fridge, and
then deciding what you prefer. Many genes regulated 
by nitrogen metabolite repression require this 
second signal, so that only the presence of the specific
substrate in addition to the absence of a better nitrogen
source lead to their expression. Carbon metabolism also
has a similar hierarchy of regulatory devices. In fungi,
proteins from the zinc binuclear cluster family of 
DNA-binding proteins often do this job, regulating
transcription of genes required to deal with a specific
carbon source.

A good example is the A. nidulans transcription 
factor AlcR that is responsible for regulating alcohol
metabolism. It interacts with the promoters of genes,

LEFT:
An induction time-course of GFP
expression in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Two 4-week-old soil-grown alcR
alcA::GFP plants were monitored
by fluorescence microscopy over a
47 hour period after induction by
root drenching with 1 % ethanol.
COURTESY J. DOONAN

BELOW:
Aspergillus nidulans growth tests.
A wealth of data can be obtained
from simple plate tests. In this
example a range of different strains
are being tested for their ability to
utilize different nitrogen sources as
well as their resistance to toxic
analogues. Abbreviations: Orn,
ornithine; Pyr, 2-pyrrolidone; Asp,
asparagine; Arg, arginine; GABA, 
γ-amino-n-butyrate; Gly, glycine;
AH, DL-β-aspartyl-hydroxamate.
REPRODUCED WITH PERMISSION
FROM CADDICK ET AL. (1997), 
GENES AND FUNCTION 1, 37–49 (©
PORTLAND PRESS LTD, BLACKWELL
SCIENCE LTD, THE GENETICAL SOCIETY
AND THE PHYSIOLOGICAL SOCIETY)
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like alcA, needed to deal with ethanol, switching them
on when alcohol is around. We have used AlcR to make a
switch for genes in plants that is completely under the
control of researchers. This works because the gene
transcription machinery is conserved among eukaryotes,
so that this regulatory protein functions in plants as well 
as fungi. Conventional genetic engineering techniques
let us arrange for continuous production of AlcR within
plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana. Then, provided a gene
had an AlcR-regulated promoter, it would be expressed
whenever alcohol was present. Of course, plants do not
usually have this sort of promoter, which is precisely the
reason for devising this switch. So, all you have to do is
change the promoter of gene you are interested in,
through some more genetic engineering, and then you
can switch it on by watering with ethanol. The fact that
the system can be transferred directly from fungi to
plants suggests that AlcR detects the chemical signal
directly, and there is no genetic evidence to suggest
otherwise. The net result is that we now have 
an effective plant gene switch that allows transient
expression of genes in a very well controlled manner –
just water your plants with alcohol!

So in fungi we have regulatory systems that operate
very much like animal and plant systems, providing
fantastic model systems for experimentation. The
biology they regulate is also important, whether you are
interested in avoiding toxins, producing antibiotics or
not getting a fungal disease. And finally we can put the
expression systems into other organisms, whether we
want to change the way they grow or, more often, simply
try to understand how they work.

● Dr Mark X. Caddick is Senior Lecturer, School 
of Biological Sciences, University of Liverpool,
Liverpool L69 7ZD, UK.
email caddick@liv.ac.uk
website www.liv.ac.uk/~sd21/nitrogen/index.htm

Following the working dinner in November 2001, at which
16 of the largest UK life science learned societies were
represented, a working party has been set up to consider
the next steps in the formation of the proposed Life
Sciences Federation (LSF). The working party – renamed
as the Interim Executive Committee (IEC) – is chaired by 
Sir John Arbuthnott and has as its members Professor
Colin Blakemore, Professor Neil Gow, Sir David Hopwood, 
Dr Nancy Lane, Dr Helen Ougham, Professor Nancy
Rothwell, Sir David Smith and Professor John Whittaker,
with Dr Brian Jamieson as secretary. Although the list 
contains several presidents or chairs of learned societies
(including SGM) and other bodies, such as the Institute of
Biology (IOB) and UK Life Sciences Committee (UKLSC),
members are appointed as individuals, to cover a wide
range of disciplines within the biosciences, rather than as
representatives of particular constituencies or societies.
Other members will be added as appropriate and advice
taken from the professional staff of societies.

The IEC’s first meeting included a wide-ranging discussion
of possible activities for the LSF, operational structures, 
governance and sources of finance. Inevitably, there were
different opinions about how much the LSF should try to 
do. It was agreed that the Federation should concentrate
initially on public affairs and communications, dealing with
generic issues affecting the biosciences. The next step 
will be to ask learned societies whether they are prepared 
to provide financial support, probably in the form of a 
capitation fee of £1 per member. This could be by transfer
of support currently paid by societies to bodies such as the
IOB and UKLSC. If sufficient support is forthcoming, 
the LSF could appoint a part-time director and arrange a
temporary office in central London. It is envisaged that the
director’s first task will be to establish links with member
societies so that their expertise can be the basis for the
activities of the Federation.

One of the first public presentations of progress on 
formation of the LSF was given by Dr Nancy Lane,
President of the IOB, at the IOB Affiliated Societies Forum
on 11 June. There was an extended discussion by the many
societies represented. A major difficulty is the future role of
the IOB itself: many of the things that the LSF is intending
to do are presently covered by IOB. The feeling was that the
UK does not need two ‘voices of biology’. It was recognized
that the IOB is rather light on the more molecular end of the 
biosciences, and the fact that it is not a particularly wealthy
organization limits the scope of its activities.

SGM Council’s policy towards the Federation remains 
supportive, insofar as it shows potential to develop as a
strong and respected voice on generic issues in the 
biosciences, but to retain full control of the Society’s
finances and core activities in microbiology, including 
meetings, publications, member services, education and
public awareness. The IEC is scheduled to meet twice 
more in 2002: their proposals will doubtless be considered
with great interest by the learned society community.

● Ron Fraser, Executive Secretary

Proposed 
UK Life Sciences
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